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Abstract 
Virtual mass is an important quantity in the analysis of 

the unsteady motion of objects underwater or other 

fluids or unsteady flow around bodies, for example, the 

virtual mass effect is important in the inertia of ships, 

floaters, swimmers’ organs, airplanes, and bubbles. The 

additional mass resulting from the fluid acting on the 

structure can be calculated by solving the equation of 

potential flow around the object. In this paper, a system 

in which a square object is immersed in a channel of 

fluid and moves parallel to the wall has been considered. 

The corresponding virtual mass at a determined distance 

S from the wall and for the object size D (the side of the 

square object) is calculated via the Lattice Boltzmann 

Method. Here, it is tried to change D and S separately 

and investigate their effects on the virtual mass. 

According to the simulation results, for the systems in 

which the distance from the wall is more than four times 

the object size (S > 4D), the distance does not influence 

the added mass. Furthermore, the virtual mass rises 

when the object approaches the wall and experiences its 

maximum value as it reaches the wall (S → 0). As a 

result, in this case, the virtual mass is about 75% larger 

than in the case of S=4D. In addition, the simulations 

reveal that by increasing the dimensions of the object D 

the virtual mass increases and vice versa. 

Keywords:     Lattice Boltzmann simulation, 
added/virtual mass, variable size, various distance, 

bounce-back boundary condition 

1 Introduction 

The Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) which is a 

mesoscopic method based on simplified kinetic 

equations, has been significantly taken into 

consideration in classical statistical physics. LBM can 

be an appropriate alternative approach to the current 

finite difference, finite element, and finite volume 

techniques for solving the Navier Stokes equations. 

According to this method, it has been concluded that if 

only collective macroscopic flow behavior is 

investigated, the macroscopic behavior of a fluid system 
is generally not very sensitive to the underlying 

microscopic behavior of the particle.  In LBM, the 

simulation is based on the modeling of fluid flow as a 

collection of particles colliding over a discrete lattice 

sphere. In this method, the Boltzmann equation is solved 

on a discrete lattice and instead of solving Navier Stokes 

equations, the density of the fluid is simulated during 

two steps including streaming and collision. Owing to 

its underlying kinetic property, the ability to combine 

microscopic interactions, and using bounce back 

boundary conditions, the LBM has been increasingly 

applied in the simulation of fluid flow especially 

interfacial dynamics and complicated boundaries and 

geometries, such as multiphase/multicomponent flows 

in porous media (Hinebaugh et al, 2012; Tu et al, 2018; 

Succi, 2001). The Lattice Boltzmann Method has been 

used in the simulation of a wide variety of fluid 

dynamical applications. The method is really practical 

in the simulation of turbulent single-phase flow, flow in 

porous media, and multiphase flows in several industrial 

applications (Chen and Doolen, 1998). LBM has been 

applied in various simulations such as flow in porous 

media (Pan et al, 2006; Nabovati et al, 2009), colloidal 

suspensions (Kutay et al, 2006), multiphase and 

multicomponent flows (Yang and Boek, 2013; Inamuro 

et al, 2004), and several other applications.   

In this study, the additional mass of a two-

dimensional object is simulated using the Lattice 

Boltzmann Method. Numerous forces are exerted on a 

body moving in a fluid. Lift and drag forces are exerted 

on bodies in a fluid due to surface friction and the 

variation of pressure around the bodies. In order for a 

moving body to move in a fluid, it must counteract the 

fluid and move it. Therefore, not only should the body 

move its weight, but it should also move the surrounding 

fluid. Hence, to counteract the fluid’s inertia, the body 

faces additional forces, and it senses further weight than 

that of its weight. If the density of the body is greater 

than that of the fluid, the additional force can be 

overlooked. Otherwise, it must be considered. The 

additional force which is caused by the fluid inertia is 

called added mass. Other titles such as virtual mass, 

hydrodynamic mass, effective mass, inertial mass, 

apparent mass,  and  induced mass are also applied. The 

calculation of virtual mass is a challenging procedure in 

the analysis of bodies moving in the water. 
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In (Cebeci et al, 2005) the low-speed unsteady 

airfoils were investigated by researchers, and it was 

demonstrated that further forces are exerted on airfoils 

in moving fluids. Additional mass for various 

geometries was calculated by employing the complex 

function methods by Korotkin (Korotkin, 2008). The 

value of the body acceleration did not have any effect on 

the value of additional mass (Wakaba and Balachandar, 

2007). The additional mass for various figures in low-

depth water was calculated in (Zhou et al,  2005). The 

additional mass for a cylinder which was placed 

between two parallel plates was measured by 

Kharlamov (Kharlamov, 2012). The additional mass for 

a hydrofoil with cavitation was calculated by 

Benaouicha (Benaouicha et al, 2012). Investigated 

vibration characteristic of a thin layer in the air by 

implementing empirical methods was studied in 

(Yuanqi et al, 2011). Furthermore, the additional mass 

for a swimmer, the effects of deformation, and the size 

of a swimmer, i.e. a man or a woman were studied by 

Caspersen (Caspersen et al, 2010). The influence of 

additional mass on the forces exerted on insect wings 

was studied by Yan (Yan et al, 2011). Guo investigated 

the added mass effect of seawater on pipeline vibration 

(Guo et al,  2013).   

In this investigation, initially, the additional mass for 

a body when it is far from a wall is calculated and it is 

compared with the exact results. Afterward, the effects 

of the wall near the body on additional mass are 

investigated. Moreover, the dimensions of the deformed 

body and its effects on the additional mass are taken into 

consideration.  

2 Fundamental equations 

Figure 1 presents the investigated problem of this study, 

which is a square body with dimensions that moves 

parallel to the wall. In order to determine the additional 

mass, potential fluid around the body is considered. 

Laplacian equation for the potential equation is as 

follows (Versteeg and Malalasekera, 2007): 
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Figure 1. Figure of square moving body 

It is feasible to assume that the fluid is moving 

instead of the body. Boundary conditions are depicted in 

Figure 2. For a uniform potential fluid flow in the x-

direction, the potential function changes linearly with x. 

The gradient of the potential function in the direction of 

perpendicular on the surface for the wall, the body, and 

the top boundary condition is equal to zero. The value 

of the potential equation is assumed for the right and left 

boundaries, which are zero, and 𝜑0 for the left and right 

boundaries, respectively. The length of the solution 

must be considered in a way that satisfies 
𝜕𝜑

𝜕𝑦⁄  and 

𝜕𝜑
𝜕𝑥⁄  in the regions which are near the wall 

boundaries. In fact, the amplitude of the solution should 

be chosen so that integration on the solution amplitude 

yields the proper results. The dimensions of solution 

amplitude are represented in Figure 3.  The distance 

between the body and the wall is specified by S and 9D 

is the length of the solution range. The accuracy of the 

presented dimensions is investigated in the results 

section. The dimensionless parameters are defined as 

(Mohamad, 2011): 
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L is the solution amplitude.  
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Figure 2. Boundary conditions 
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Based on the 2D or 3D body dimensions, the 

additional mass has numerous components. In this 

study, a two-dimensional body with one-dimensional 

moving and one component additional mass is taken into 

account. Additional mass is going to be dimensionless 

regarding the following equation. 

2

m
M

D
=

 

(5) 

The mass, m [kg/m] is defined as the additional mass 

of the object at a specified distance from the wall. 𝜌 

[kg/m3] is fluid density and D [m] is the distance from 

the wall. 

After determining the potential equation, the value 

of additional mass is calculated from (Graebel 2007): 
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In contrast to regions near the body, the value of 

M11(X, Y) is zero in regions far from the body.  

 

 

Figure 3. Dimensions of solution amplitude 

3 Boltzmann Method 

The Boltzmann procedure is explained by Mohamad 

(Mohamad, 2011). The solution amplitude is divided 

into nodes of equal size. D2Q9 is implemented in this 

study and the g(i) distribution equation is employed. The 

following correlation is governed for the g(i) equations 

(Mohamad, 2011):  
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r is the position vector of a node,  is the relaxation 

time, and eq

ig is the vector of the distribution equation. 

ie vectors are depicted in Figure 4 and its value is as 

follows. In addition, eq

ig is presented as (Mohamad, 

2011): 
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     Boltzmann correlation is solved at the two stages of 

collision and stream (Mohamad, 2011): 
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At the collision stage, Equation 11, the values of 

distribution equations are calculated from the previous 

stage. Each node at the stream stage transfers to another 

node in the opposite direction. 

 

Figure 4. D2Q9 Lattice model 

 

After the determination of the distribution equation 

in each node, the value of the potential equation and its 

derivatives are determined as follows (Mohamad, 

2011); 
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At the stream stage, no value is transferred to the 

distribution equations, i.e., g(i) on the boundaries. There 

are three paths on each node, in which no value is 

transferred to them so that the boundary conditions for 

these nodes can determine the distribution functions on 

unknown nodes. For example, the values of g3, g6, and 

g7 are unknown for the right boundary because there is 
no node after the right boundary to transfer the values 
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based on Equation 12 to these functions. The value of 

the potential equation is known for the right boundary  

(𝜑𝑅 ≡ 𝐿/𝐷): 

 

0 1 8...R g g g = + + +  (15) 

The value of the potential equation is constant at the 

direction of this boundary and hence the potential 

equation is zero in this direction: 
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According to the bounce-back condition, the value 

of the distribution equation is equal for the directions 

normal to the boundary, thus for the right boundary: 

3 1g g=  (17) 

From Equations 15 and 16, it is concluded that: 
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The procedure for the left boundary is the same as 

the right boundary.  

The values of g4, g7, and g8 are unknown for the top 

boundary. This is due to the fact that on this boundary

0
y


=


, and Equation 16 is accurate if: 

4 2 7 6 8 5, ,g g g g g g= = =  (20) 

Therefore, the value of g(i) which is unknown for the 

nodes is equal to its symmetry concerning the boundary. 

The current method is used for the bottom boundary and 

the outer of the body. For the entire calculations in this 

study 1.5 = is assumed. The procedure of solving is 

started with an initial condition by assuming the value 

 is zero for every node. Afterward, this procedure 

continues until the variations of  or M become 

insignificant between two-time steps. 

4 Results 

In this contribution, the value of additional mass for 

a square body that is placed far from a wall is initially 

investigated, and in this case, M=1.189 is deduced. The 

problem is solved for the various node distances in order 

to determine the best number of nodes. The effect of 

node number on the value of additional mass is 

presented in Table 1. Regarding the presented relative 

error on the table, the distance between the nodes has 

been chosen to be 1/69. The number of nodes is 

630×630.  

Table 1. The influence of the number of nodes on added 

mass 

∆X M E% 

1/9 2.225 87 

1/19 1.448 22 

1/29 1.300 9.32 

1/39 1.246 4.8 

1/49 1.219 2.5 

1/59 1.204 1.3 

1/69 1.195 0.5 

The constant potential lines and M11 distribution are 

presented in Figure 5. The potential equation at the 

places far from the body is linear, and the velocity 

reaches its final constant value. According to the 

horizontal moving of the body, the M11 variations are 

higher at the front and back sides of the body.  

 

 

Figure 5.  M11 distribution, for dimension of D×D and 

S=4D 

Figure 6 represents potential lines and M11 

distribution for the case in which the body is 

approaching the wall and S=D. By approaching the 

wall, the displacement of the body is going to be more 

complicated, and this is due to an additional mass 

increase in the regions near the wall. The problem is 

solved for S/D= 4, 3, 2, 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, 0. The 

variation of additional mass versus the distance from the 

wall is shown in Figure 7. By approaching the wall, the 

value of additional mass increases, and its value 

increased by approximately 75% as the body reach the 

wall. The diagram of Figure 7 can be expanded by 

applying Equation 21. The equation has been achieved 

by curve fitting in MATLAB. 

( )( 3.2 1.182)
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Figure 6. M11 distribution, for dimension of D×D and 

S=D

 

 

Figure 7. The variation of additional mass versus the 

distance from the wall 

Moreover, the dimensions of the body have been 

changed and its influences upon additional mass are 

calculated.  Constant potential lines and M11 distribution 

are presented in Figure 8 for a body with 0.8D×D 

dimensions. Figure 9 demonstrates potential lines and 

M11 distribution for a case in which the body approaches 

the wall, i.e., S=D. By approaching the wall, body 

displacements become much harder, and this is because 

of the additional mass increase near the wall. The 

problem is solved for S/D= 4, 3, 2, 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, 0. 

It is concluded that additional mass decreases by the 

decrease in the dimensions of the body.  

 

 

Figure 8. M11 distribution for dimension of 0.8D×D and 

S=4D 

 

 

Figure 9. M11 distribution, for size of 0.8D×D and S=D 

 

Figure 10 shows constant potential lines and M11 

distribution for a body with 1.2D×D dimensions. 

Figure11 shows potential lines and M11 distribution for 

a case in which the body approaches the wall, i.e. S=D. 

The displacement of the body becomes much more 

complicated as the body approaches the wall, and this is 

because of the increase in the values of additional mass 

in the regions near the wall. The problem is considered 

by determining S/D= 4, 3, 2, 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, 0, and it 

is concluded that additional mass increases by 

increasing the dimensions of the body. 
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Figure 10. M11 distribution, for dimension of 1.2D×D 

and S=4D 

 

Figure 11. M11 distribution, for the dimension of 1.2D×D 

and S=D 

The added masses of the body in the different 

dimensions in the distance equal to 4D from the wall 

have been validated by the results by Korotkin, in 2008. 

The results in Table 2 revealed that the added masses 

calculated by the Lattice Boltzmann Method have a very 

good constancy with the results in (Korotkin, 2008). The 

deviation between measured added masses and data in 

(Korotkin, 2008) varies between 0.9 % and 5 %, and the 

root mean square error is 2 %. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. Validation of the calculated added mass from 

Lattice Boltzmann Method for different dimensions in the 

distance equal to 4D from the wall with the results in 

(Korotkin, 2008)  

 
 

Furthermore, this procedure is employed for the 

cases in which the dimensions of the body are 2D×D, 

1.8D×D, 1.6D×D, and 1.4D×D, and the value of 

additional mass is calculated. Figure 12 represents the 

variations of the calculated added masses of a body with 

various dimensions at different distances from the wall. 

Figure 13 shows the effects of the dimension of the body 

on the calculated added mass. 

 

 

Figure 12. The variation of added masses of different 

sizes of body versus distance from the wall 
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Figure 13. The variation of virtual masses of a body in 

different distances of the wall versus the dimension of the 

body 

5 Conclusion 

Added mass is an important quantity in the analysis of 

the motion of a submerged object, for example, ships 

crossing canals. The added mass increases when the 

object approaches the wall and reaches its maximum 

value as it moves on the wall (S → 0). In this case, the 

added mass is about 75% larger than for the case with 

S=4D. In addition, it is observed that the added mass 

increases by an increase of the object size D and vice 

versa. By increasing the size of the object to twice, the 

amount of added mass enhances between 8 to 15% 

depending on the distance of the object from the wall. 

The results of the measured added mass using the 

Lattice Boltzmann Method at the distance of 4D from 

the wall were validated with the results in the book by 

Korotkin and the results have a good consistency 

(RMSE =2%).  
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